
My name is Raghasudhir Kanaparthi. I am currently pursuing Msc International operations & 
supply chain management. I would like to stand in this year full-time officer elections. 
My Priorities: 
1) Archiving seminars 
Currently, the seminars are not recorded. Sometimes Students can't attend the Seminars, so 
they want to access the Unattended lectures whenever they needed. i will work for this 
request make this happen after I elected. . 
2) Tackle Financial Issues and reduced fee structure for Students 
Due to online teaching, students are not receiving the same on-campus experience what 
they paid for and many livelihoods went upside down. So I will work with the local education 
minister and University to reduce the fee structure until everything gets normal. Hardship 
funding is advertised in a way that is fundamentally off-putting, and the opposition to parttime 
jobs for students can deter low income students. I will work with the University’s web pages 
on funding and finances so they are honest, detailed, and make it clear what help is 
available. 
3) Supporting Internship opportunities for students 
More jobs and internships for young people – fund-raise and work with corporates to offer 
more training and internships to the final year students.  
4) Clearly Define Workload and Standardisation 
 Due to online studies, Some students especially who are coming from Non-English 
speaking background are currently forced to work harder than is healthy, because of 
Seminars pre-work and assignments deadlines. They can't prioritize the workloads and 
facing difficulties when the assignment deadlines come. I will create clear, formal workload 
definitions and require formalised links between Seminars Pre-work and Assignments work 
so they don't fall through the cracks. 
 

Elect me this year and you will see your education and your voice at the very centre of 
everything i do because students are names and not numbers. 

 


